
Dramatic increase in pro sports adverse events since
the vaccines rolled out
Nobody can explain that. Some poo-poo these events saying that they happen
all the time. True, they do. But not at this rate. Something happened in 2021
that changed things by a lot. Can you guess?

Steve Kirsch

Update 12/26/21:
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Update 12/22/21: Twitter says all these events of athletes collapsing or dying

are due to dehydration and overheating… in winter. I’m serious. Check this out.

12/22/21:
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Steve Kirsch's newsletter

Athlete collapses/deaths following vaccination

I recently received an email from one of my followers on athlete

collapses and deaths that was quite comprehensive. I’ve written

extensively about this before. Note the number of deaths change as

the vaccines are rolled out and athletes are forced to finally take

them. See a difference in the number of reports per month…

Read more

4 days ago · 339 likes · 305 comments · Steve Kirsch

Update 12/20/21: ICYMI, this video is popping up everywhere it seems…
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UPDATE 12/11/21: Here’s the latest death toll for athletes to chew on in the

meantime:
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First, take a look at this video posted by my friend Robert Malone:

Robert W Malone, MD 
@RWMaloneMD

Safe and effective? Are these the vaccines that you want to have 

mandated for injection into your children, California parents?  

Let's go Gavin! 
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No video with supported format and MIME type found.

November 12th 2021

7,145 Retweets 11,081 Likes

Now, in the comments of that tweet, you’ll see people say that “these events

happen all the time.” True, they do. For example, this death of Piermario

Morosini that happened in 2012.

But they don’t happen at this rate. No way. That’s the thing nobody can

explain. And it only stared after the vaccines rolled out. And with very few

exceptions, only to vaccinated players (which isn’t surprising since most all

players are forced to take the jab).

Here’s another video of athletes falling on the field.
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The vaccine advocates find all of this super-irritating. They have no rational

excuse on this. They can’t use ad hominem attacks. They can’t use goofball

hand waving arguments. Nothing explains what everyone is observing.

All of these cases have been properly reported and are documented. No

mentions (except one case) of vaccinations since the press doesn’t want to

create vaccine hesitancy. But the numbers speak for themselves.

60X increase in event rate

The numbers (as documented below) shows that there have been more

“events” over a recent 4 month period than in over 20 years, which is

more than a 60-fold increase in event rate.

All of these are in full public view so there is no “reporting bias” involved. And

the numbers are big enough that nobody can say “oh, that’s just statistical

noise.” Not a chance. It’s just too hard to explain. This is why there are articles

like these:
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We have a very clear mechanism of action and we have overwhelming

confirmation from the VAERS data that these vaccines are super dangerous

and cause cardiovascular and neurological severe adverse events at a very

high rate. Nothing else can compare to the vaccines when we talk about heart

damage. So if you believe these events really did happen (they are in plain

sight after all), then you must ascribe them to the vaccine since there is

nothing else all these people have in common that could causes such an

extreme elevation of events.

Also, the Jessica Rose myocarditis paper that was unethically “temporarily”

removed by Elsevier over the objection of the Editor of the journal and in

violation of all known scientific protocols? Well, her paper had a very clear

conclusion: the heart damage wasn’t confined to 16 year olds. It has a

long tail. In other words, it can affect people of all ages, not just teenage boys.

That’s what they don’t want you to know.

So now you know… the peer-reviewed science says that the heart damage isn’t

limited to teenage boys. They are still unethically suppressing this as of Nov.

13, 2021.

So there is a smoking gun for the damage done to these athletes: the vaccine.

None of these players had COVID at the time
of the event since they are all tested.

If it isn’t the vaccines causing the heart
damage, then what is causing all of these
events to happen at such a high rate?
Here’s an email I just got from Terrance Viso:

I’ve been watching Football/Soccer for over 30 years and I can only

remember 2 players collapsing previously with heart complications, both of

which were undiagnosed genetic defects. 
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One of these players unfortunately died and the other was saved by the good

fortune of having a leading London based cardiologist sitting in the crowd

just feet from where he collapsed. The doctor rushed onto the field and

performed life saving treatment. 

Now the landscape has changed.

These events are happening on what appears to be a weekly basis. 

This article lists and names the staggering numbers of athletes being taken

ill with heart complications �

https://pennybutler.com/athletes-collapsing/

Here’s a post on athlete deaths from Mindy Robinson’s Gab account:

Here’s the full list:

33 year old pro dancer Santo Giuliano suffers heart attack after vaccine
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19 year old Football player Jalen Leavey dead

19 year old Football player Tirrell Williams dead

21 year old Football player Okafor Kelechi dead

29 year old Football player Lee Moses dead

15 year old Footballer Stephen Sylvester dead

18 year old Football player Emmanual Antwi dead

13 year old Football player Cajetan Chinoyelum Nsofor dead

15 year old Soccer player Moira Claire Arney dead

Junior High School Baseball Pitcher Andrew Roseman dead

17 year old Footballer Nickolas Lawrinas dead

17 year old Footballer Miquel Lugo dead

16 year old Football player Devon DuHart dead

16 year old Footballer Ivan Hicks dead

19 year old Footballer Joe Bradshaw dead

16 year old Football player Drake Geiger dead

15 year old Football player Joshua Ivory dead

19 year old Football player Quandarius Wilburn dead

17 year old Football player Dimitri McKee dead

29 year old Rugby player Dave Hyde dead

27 year old Baseball player Yusuke Kinoshita dead

24 year old Olympic Cyclist Olivia Podmore dead during the week athlete

sprinter Cameron Burell also dies

23 year old China Olympics Champion Gilbert Kwemoi dead

37-year-old former French professional footballer Franck Berrier dead

25 years old Belgian soccer player Jente Van Genechten suffers cardiac arrest

30 year old Venezuelan National Marathon Champion Alexaida Guedez dead

29 years old José dos Reis collapses on the field and has to be resuscitated

16 years old Diego Ferchaud from suffers cardiac arrest

Austria player of ASV Baden collapses on the field and has to be revived

16-year-old football player in Bergamo suffers cardiac arrest

27 years old Belgian amateur soccer player Jens De Smet dead

13-year-old soccer player suffers heart attack on field

17 year old soccer player Dylan Rich dead

Player from Birati Club Münster suffers cardiac arrest

22 years old Abou Ali collapses with cardiac arrest
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19 years old ice hockey player Sebastiaan Bos dead.

37 years old Ex-NFL professional Parys Haralson dead

25 years old Canadian university football player Francis Perron dead

19 year old FC Nantes soccer player suffers cardiac arrest

Germany volleyball trainer Traktor Divitz dead

29 years old Shrewsbury striker Ryan Bowman treated with defibrillator during

game

25 years goalkeeper Lukas Bommer dead

18 years old pro footballer Fellipe de Jesus Moreira has double heart attack

Italy, 27 years old cycling champion Gianni dead

English lineswoman Helen Byrne, heart problems has to be carried off at world

cup

17-year-old soccer player of the JSG High Hagen dead

Germany Team leader Dietmar Gladow dead

Germany 15 years old goalkeeper Bruno Stein dead

USA, 14-year-old soccer player Ava Azzopardi collapses in a coma

USA, 12 year old Jayson Kidd collapsed during basketball practice and died

Dehydration and overheating in the winter?

See my article on the dehydration and overheating in the winter theory.

Post pandemic stress disorder?

See my article on PPSD.

Cannabis use disorder (CUD) to the rescue?

Citing no evidence whatsoever, the pro-vaccine people assert that it is due to

cannabis use disorder. This could cause a 7% spike in the number of cases!

Just one tiny little problem… we’re talking a rate elevated by 6,428%, not 7%.

So even with the CUD theory, we still have a 6421% increase to explain.

Whoops!

It’s not just athletes that are affected

It’s everyone. VAERS has been showing this since January 2021. But the pro-
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vax community says it is junk data when it isn’t. Since most people don’t know

about VAERS, they believe the so-called “fact checkers.”

What’s nice about the athletes is that it is right in front of everyone to see. No

arguments about under or over reporting. No arguments about causality. The

control group is basically history.

Here’s some more evidence of vaccine injury: instead of the usual victim

stories (which can all be dismissed as “anecdotes”), these are stories from

healthcare professionals who see very clearly the before vs. after and have

objective perspective since they see large numbers of cases.

And there are stories like these:

This was written by one of the commenters to this article. I’ve heard
similar stories from others so I believe this is credible.

This post is for paid subscribers

Subscribe

Already a paid subscriber? Log in
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